Workers need variety and choice to perform their best. They seek cozy spaces that inspire and engage. Designed by Brian Kane, Flock creates settings that are comfortable, warm, and inviting – the types of spaces that attract top talent. Wherever people want to gather, share ideas, focus or simply relax, Flock gives them the freedom of choice they crave to accomplish more.
Work/Life Balance

In a world that increasingly values freedom and mobility, fewer people are distinguishing the workday from the rest of their lives. We all work everywhere now, constantly seeking out relaxing spaces to drop in and get something accomplished. Flock blurs the lines between home and office, bringing casual settings into the workplace that allow everyone to find the comforts of home they crave.
We’ve all heard about the sit-to-stand revolution, and a focus on wellness in the workplace continues to change the way we work. Flock invites movement, relieves stress and supports relaxed postures by encouraging everyone to work in a comfortable change-of-pace setting.

Wellness In The Workplace
It’s a fact that working near natural light improves creativity, productivity and focus. That’s why we made Flock to gracefully wind around architectural elements—maximizing valuable real estate and bringing people closer the outdoors. So go ahead and draw inspiration from nature. Boost morale with natural light. Stimulate creativity with vibrant fabrics. Flock was designed for this nature of work.
When given the choice, most of us gravitate toward spaces that match our changing needs throughout the day. Creating hubs for people to engage, socialize and be productive supports today’s agile workforce. Flock is that versatile collection that offers more choice over how and where work happens, which leads to a happier, more creative culture.

Freedom of Choice
Maintain Connectivity

Flock offers everyone a creative outlet, literally. Easily accessible, yet discrete, Flock’s flexible power options give you the ability to charge up wherever, whenever. Turn a small space into a think tank. Position lounges near an LCD screen to share your vision. From powering up to empowering people, Flock provides a meaningful connection.
Flock Models

Seating

Round Lounge  Square Lounge  Modular End, Left  Modular Chair  Modular End, Right  True Corner

Square Ottoman  Inside Wedge  Outside Wedge  Wedge Ottoman  Mini Cube  Mini Cylinder

Square Chair with 4-Star Base  Wide Lounge with 4-Star Base  Casual Guest Chair  4-Leg Stool  Stool  Mini Cylinder with Active Base

Table

Collaborative Cylinder Table  Collaborative Cube Table  Wedge Table  Rectangle Table  Collaborative Table†  Personal Table

Collaborative Square Table† Seated-height  Collaborative Round Table† Seated-height  Collaborative Round Table† Standing-height  Collaborative Square Table† Standing-height  Collaborative Racetrack Table† Standing-height  Collaborative Rectangle Table† Standing-height

†Bases and table tops sold separately.
Setting Ideas
Brian Kane has spent over 40 years designing furnishings that have radically changed the industry and reshaped environments. His work has garnered more than 80 design awards, and his pieces are on exhibit at museums such as the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.

Brian Kane,
Designer of Flock

Options & Accessories

Soft Seating Legs & Bases

- Standard
- Tapered Round
- Tapered Square
- Caster
  Black only
- Swivel X-Base
- Swivel Disc Base

3-Seat or 2-Seat Frame
For Modular Seating and Square Ottoman

Table Bases

- T-Leg
  For 18"H Tables
- X-Base
- Disc Base

Table Accessories

- Tablet Accessory
- Footring
  For Standing-Height Tables
- Racetrack Footring
  For Standing-Height Tables

Finishes

- Textured Charcoal*
- Textured Silver

- Textured Charcoal is not available on the Casual Guest Chair or 4-Leg Stool

Power Options

- AC Grommet
- USB Grommet
- Power Module

See HON Pricer for complete product information.